Introducing Enterprise Portfolio Simulator 2011
ALLENTOWN, PA — July 20, 2011 - ProModel Corporation is proud to announce the launch of EPS (Enterprise Portfolio
Simulator) 2011. According to the Harvard Business Review, companies that invest in analytics outperform the S&P 500 on
average by 64%. EPS can help an organization strengthen its analytic capabilities by providing a simulation based predictive
planning environment in which to run “What-If” scenarios on their project portfolios. EPS is a Rich Internet Application that
can be configured as a standalone system, a bolt-on to Microsoft Project Server, or integrated with other PPM (Project and
Portfolio Management) systems.
“We are pleased to release EPS 2011 with many improvements and easy to use features” said Kevin Jacobson EPS Product
Manager. “As a Microsoft Silver PPM Competency Partner, we deliver a dynamic web user experience using the latest
Microsoft Silverlight Technology and provide easy integration with Microsoft Project Server so that existing PPM platforms
are enhanced, not replaced.”
Many companies already have established practices and PPM platform infrastructure, yet according to one of our customers
in the retail industry, it is estimated that most IT projects are delayed and 200% over-budget. Today’s global management
teams require this infrastructure and visibility to be more effective, however, in order to maintain or gain a competitive
advantage, this static view is no longer good enough. Organizations in many industries are taking this one step further by
adding a predictive analytic capability on top of their PPM systems.
For example, one of our customers in the Pharma industry is using EPS with Microsoft Project Server to plan resource
capacity for their entire portfolio up to 7 years into the future. Since their portfolio is a moving target, they perform a fresh
analysis using Enterprise Portfolio Simulation each month. To find out more about how EPS can help you make better
decisions faster click here.

About ProModel
ProModel, a Microsoft Gold ISV Competency and Silver PPM Competency Partner, has been a leading provider of Predictive
Analytic Simulation Software Solutions for 20 years, to help companies MAKE BETTER DECISIONS FASTER. Our latest
offerings integrate seamlessly with Microsoft products and platforms such as Project, Project Server, EPM, and Visio, to help
organizations optimize portfolios, projects, processes and resource decisions that best align with business strategy. These
unique solutions combine cutting edge simulation technology with a powerful methodology to increase the probability that
the strategy will be met.
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